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from 9d. to Is. 2d. in the pound; a super-tax beginning at £3000 1909
for those whose incomes exceeded £5000; death duties taking no Age S
more than 10 per cent up to £200,000, may well seem merciful to a
generation which has come to think of income-tax in units of six-
pence and a shilling, and even to take a certain pride in the fact that
the Exchequer claims upwards of 50 per cent of the incomes of the
very rich. It has been said that if Asquith had been in charge of the
1909 Budget it would have gone through with little more than
the protest that had accompanied Sir William Harcourt's Budget of
1894. Possibly even he might have had trouble with the land-taxes,
or at least with the valuation attaching to them, but in Mr. Lloyd
George's hands all these taxes became flags and symbols in a ringing
debate between wealth and poverty; and nothing in the coming
months seemed to give him more pleasure than to lure the " dukes "
and the idle and innocent rich into encounters in which their slower
minds and halting tongues were very unequally matched against
his nimble wits and picturesque eloquence.
The land-taxes embodied the idea—for long an article in the
Liberal and Eadical creed—of taxing the " unearned increment."
They required a valuation at a given date and took the form of a
duty of one-fifth or 20 per cent, when the property was sold or passed
at death, upon all increases of value which had accrued from the
enterprise of the community or of the landowners' neighbours.
There was also to be an annual duty of Jd. in the £ upon " un-
developed land," i.e. land which had a site value, but which was not
being used for building, and which was possibly or probably being
held up until its site value had ripened. There was finally a 10 per
cent reversion duty on any benefit accruing to a lessor on the
termination of a lease. Spirit, tobacco, motor and petrol taxes also
played their part, but these raised no more than the customary
grumbles, except among the Irish who were irreconcilable about the
spirit-taxes.
Asquith has put on record his own view of the land-taxes :
* " It was the land taxes, and perhaps still more the proposed valuation
of land, which ' set the heather on fire/ Their immediate yield was
estimated to be very small, but the alarmists saw in them a potential
instrument for almost unlimited confiscation. Being supposed myself
to be a financier of a respectable and more or less coiiserv&fcive type,
I was, in the course of the debates, frequently challenged by Mr. Bafiow
and others to defend the new imposts, and especially the Undeveloped Land
and the Increment Duties. I have undertaken in my time many more
intractable dialectical tasks, and though I was fully alive to the mechanical
difficulties involved, and perhaps not so sanguine as some of my colleagues

